
Unlike today, the two ftrst class mailings posted
ten years apart not only had the same 3¢ rate, both
used the same 3¢ Jefferson issue. Incidently, if you
are interested in buying or selling covers, contact
the club's cover sales manager: Millard Driscoll,
301 Driver Avenue, Summerville, SC 29483.

Driscoll (LM71) checked their collections and
turned up two more locations. Sylvia's cover (Fig
ure 1) is a May 14, 1940 posing from the company
at 429 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA. Millard's
cover (Figure 2) simply lists Minneapolis Office, Me
Knight Building, Minneapolis 1, Minnesota as the
return address on an August 23, 1950 posting.
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Figure 2 - Millard's Cover

'358/ PUS - Phillips-Jones Corporation

Richard L. Learn (#3265)
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I found this copy of perfin pattern PU5 on a cover
with the comer card of Philip-Jones Corporation.
The perfin pattern PJ matches the company name
and is postmarked at New York, NY. The Catalog
of United States Perfins, by the Baloughs does not
list a user for this pattern, but does list New York
City as the location. The cover was postmarked on
March 3, 1924 and it was posted using a Black
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Harding two cent stamp. The return address is
given as 1225 Broadway at 30th. Street, New York.

A photocopy of this cover has been forwarded to
the US Catalog editor, John M. Randall. I would
hope that this will be accepted as positive identiftca
tion for the new Catalog.
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